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A council of 12, core peace team, on soul level not physical level, not disciples, they have 

no right to speak physically, only respond through soul, Temple of man will be in his 

heart, no temple building,  if they talk to you it not from the soul but the man, this way 

can't get corrupted, educating man to be independent in the Space,  problem in man lack 

of confidence in his own existence,  according to a mans intelligence and openness to his 

own shortcomings,  can get accredited Masters degree from teachings of keshe 

foundation,  Keshe can commercialize new discoveries immediately, knowledge has to be 

free, no patents,  salaries across world Keshe Foundation will be fixed,  

How matter is suddenly created in the Plasma, Amino Acid strength makes it visible, we 

don't see all the systems in the Solar System, but we can't detect them, all mans system 

are for electronics not the emotional part, magnetically is physical, gravitational is 

emotional,  Matter can't replicate itself, when it comes into Gans state it has intelligence, 

decision making, can replicate itself, most planets stars vertical axis, Earth is slightly 

tilted change pressure on it, change direction of flows, different way to control Plasma  

for speeds,  Once release technology will enforce peace,  Reactor with 2 Gans CuO CO2 

acts like the eye, how eye sees light, water like water in eye,  Questions: (1:20), have 

only part of the picture of star formation, need to get balance, balance comes in structure, 

medicine has to develop tool to measure the MagGrav fields of cells, in kindergarten,  

need full knowledge of what is electrical, negative current is magnetic, positive is 

gravitational, all the people with reactor are sitting on 50 watt power supply but blind to 

it,  The reactor descending 1 mm at a time over a week, how much energy to descend 

where comes from?,  Whole electrical theory is missing big parts, Tesla didn't understand 

Plasma, In power generation only using a fraction of available power but scientists don't 

understand, The skin is like aluminum foil between 2 Gans, release huge amounts of 

current unknowingly dangerous,  How leaf on tree works, feel leaf feel fat, that's the 

energy,  plants use CO2 as a magnet to get the amino acid,  80% of energy comes through 

the skin, we are reused energy systems, How are we all connected -- "I created man in the 

image of myself" ( keshe is channeling),   Earth is place to practice before going to space, 

departure time is coming close, all the resources used for military to put into space 

program to save planet,  Personal defense technology released after Peace agreement,  

there are more states then Gans but too soon to disclose, USA and Britain stole Iran's 

through misinformation,  Nothing has ever been stolen, taken out of this planet from 

ET's,   Gans is another star that gives energy out, "thy shall not steal"  ..."WE"  have 

brought in more then we have ever taken" (Keshe talking as an ET??), but man not ready 

for knowledge,  from March Russia only take gold for oil, don't accept dollar, Road map 

for peace to avoid trouble,  dollar is most bankrupt, bubble has burst, (2:30) 

Finding new life forms in China and Japan, nano Structured Fe, icebergs and sea water .. 

how life formed. Fe goes to Blood.  Keshe has box in lab (4 years), keep in ready 

Universal condition to form life, the material you add has to be in Nano State.  Have to 

mix like wind on Ocean, amino acid with Nano metal (Fe, Mg, etc..)  Can create any 

material on earth in this box.  2:45  The "old Guard"  (professors) will protest and stop 

progress.  Animals live in areas by North or South pole of Mag field.  Understand 

conditions you create, you should have diamonds at bottom of CO2 boxes. Looking at it 

from Matter point of view.  Don't just look at end product.  Body creates the condition to 

make different cells from same material.  Copper plates are not pure, the impurities give 



you different material. Pile different gans on top of each other and measure the plasma 

flow, then you'll understand working of brain or heart, etc..  CREATE CONDITIONS...  

To serve humanity. Keshe can't do all of it, need everyone to contribute. Moving to South 

Italy to start new University. Come with expectation to GIVE, then it will succeed. Full 

support of Italian authorities.  Governments want to take over Keshe, but its up to you to 

keep it. (Threat to Governments, "we know how to give heart attacks and brain 

hemorrhages, we don't kill you. Don't try to stop the Foundation).  "I will not let this 

technology die". Wife said, not to speak like this.  

 


